
Immunotherapy in Solid Tumors

Leading the Way with Scientific Innovation
Our Immuno-Oncology Project Team 
focuses exclusively on studies of 
therapies that incite the immune 
system to combat cancer. Our clinical 
professionals are currently supporting 
new approaches to precision medicine 
in solid tumors, working with cutting-
edge therapies including combination 
immunotherapies and complex study 
designs (basket studies, platform trials, 
umbrella trials, etc.) across all phases 
of clinical development.

Our experience is diverse, involving a 
breadth of immuno-oncology therapies 
and mechanisms of action, including  
68 studies with checkpoint inhibitors 
(CPIs) and 23 studies with genetically 
modified organisms (GMOs). In fact, we 

were early pioneers in immunotherapy 
clinical trials. We conducted the studies  
that led to the approval of the very first 
checkpoint inhibitor, seeing it all the 
way through from Phase 1 to marketing 
authorization and commercialization. 

We have the necessary experience to 
operationalize your immuno-oncology 
studies across a wide range of disease 
settings and tumor types. Based on 
this deep expertise, we can support 
sites with our medical oncologists 
to ensure a robust evaluation of 
efficacy to obtain actionable data for 
registration studies. We are the only 
CRO to field dedicated Medical Site 
Liaisons (MSLs) for this purpose.
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In the race to find new oncology treatments, solid tumor clinical trials 
are continuing to pave the way in the discovery and approval of effective 
new anti-cancer therapies, including combination immunotherapies and 
other forms of innovative targeted approaches. 

Our total solid tumor 
immunotherapy experience  
in the last five years spans  
169 studies including more than 
19,000 patients in a variety of 
solid tumor subtypes. 
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Looking to the Future 

We are conducting trials at the forefront of newer 
immunotherapy discoveries, including studies of novel 
immunomodulators and combination treatments. 
Additionally, we are supporting the search for effective 
novel and emerging therapies, including cell and gene 
therapies, with our dedicated Novel and Emerging 
Therapies group.

These emerging technologies are often targeted 
toward oncology rare diseases and orphan indications 
and involve treatment aspects novel to investigators, 
site staff and patients. Our clinical research associates 
(CRAs) provide key support to sites to help manage 
the many logistical complexities that make these  
trials so unique in their requirements.

As the CRO that investigators consistently choose to 
work with*, we approach our site relationships with 
the professionalism and integrity needed to make 
your trials a complete success.

* Voted CenterWatch “Top CRO to Work With” among top 10 global CROs 
in 2013, 2015 and 2017. Only CRO to be ranked in the top three “CROs to 
Work With” in every survey conducted since the inception of the survey 
in 2007. We were also the Society for Clinical Research Sites (SCRS) Eagle 
Award winner in the CRO category in 2017 and 2018. 

Source: CenterWatch Global Investigative Site Survey.
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Immuno-Oncology: Combinations with Checkpoint Inhibitors
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Optimizing Approaches to Immunotherapy

Highly effective, personalized, novel therapies based 
on immunology targets are now being developed and 
used. Studies are now designed to include multiple 
immuno-modulators to optimize promotion and 
inhibition of immune-mediators in the disruption  
of the tumor biology. 

Immuno-oncology treatment paradigms coupled with 
other targeted therapies and niche patient populations 
all require strong oversight to ensure appropriate 
safety management techniques and focus on delivery 
of robust efficacy data. 
 

Our clinical professionals are currently supporting  
the increasingly complex world of combination 
immunotherapy, enabling robust understanding  
of your study design. You will have access to further 
specialized expertise via our integrated Cross-
Functional Consortia in a number of key strategic 
areas, including Cell and Gene Therapy, Rare Diseases 
and Pediatric Oncology. Through our innovative 
Learning Solutions approach, we are able to leverage 
access to thought leader expertise for investigator 
training approaches in complex combination studies 
to ensure delivery of high-quality, actionable data 
in registrational settings. 

Each and every one of us is devoted exclusively to the work of  
accelerating innovative oncology treatments that may one day  
help patients overcome cancer.



Whether motivated by the personal journey of a cancer patient 
or the challenge and rigor of cancer clinical research, at Syneos 
Health we are passionate about collaborating for a cure.

Novel and 
Emerging Therapies

Immuno-OncologyTargeted Therapies

Leveraging Real World Evidence to Support Market 
Access and Life Cycle Management

Immuno-oncology drug 
development has already 
produced a number of products 
that have been approved on 
minimalist clinical trial packages 
supported by real world 
evidence (RWE) programs. 

As products move from trials into 
the clinic, our experts provide 

advice on optimizing the use of 
real-world data to clearly articulate 
value and differentiate from 
competitors, supporting payer 
and reimbursement activities. 

Additionally, as RWE becomes 
more widely accepted by 
regulators, it can be used to 
support post-authorization 

commitments. Our RWE design 
team can assist you in planning 
your RWE strategy with regulatory 
considerations in view. We 
will leverage our therapeutic 
alignment to apply the right 
operational approach, tools 
and technologies to ensure a 
successful study completion. 

Contact us: 
+1 919 876 9300
syneoshealth.com

About Syneos Health
Syneos Health® (Nasdaq:SYNH) is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions 
organization. The Company, including a Contract Research Organization (CRO) and Contract 
Commercial Organization (CCO), is purpose-built to accelerate customer performance to 
address modern market realities. Learn more about how we are shortening the distance 
from lab to life® at syneoshealth.com.
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Over the past five years we have successfully delivered 11 global RWE studies 
in immuno-oncology at 637 sites with 6,042 enrolled patients.


